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0.1 Picture of building 

Depicted item: The Military Printing House and the Geographical Institute of the YPA (today the Military 
Geographical Institute) 
Source:  Photograph from the family legacy of M. Macura kept in the Museum of Science and 
Technology in Belgrade  
Date: 1956 

db code 
DEF-RS-011-b-0002 
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1. Identity of building 
 
1.1 current name of building the Military Geographical Institute 
 
1.2 variant or former name The Military Printing House and the Geographical Institute of the YNA 
 
1.3 number & name of street 5 Mije Kovacevica Street 
 
1.4 town Belgrade 
 
1.5 province/state Palilula 
 
1.6 zip code 11060 
 
1.7 country Serbia 
 
1.8 national grid reference 44°48'45"N; 20°29'15"E (Google Earth) 
 
1.9 classification/typology DEF 
 
1.10 protection status & date The building has the status of a cultural property - cultural monument 
since 2013 (Gazette Decree No. 35/13). 
 
2 History of building 
 
2.1 original brief/purpose 
The Geographical Institute of the YNA and the Military Printing House was designed during 1950, while 
Macura was employed in the Project Institute of the Belgrade ND. There were already two sub-terrains 
of gigantic skeleton construction for the printing house 'Rad' on the field, whose construction was 
aborted in 1948 (the remains of this construction represent a part of the north wing of the new 
Macura's building). Deciding to make an entirely new composition and functional organisation of the 
space, the international, Western European models embodied in the undisputed architectural 
grandeur - Le Corbusier - served to Macura as a guideline in the design process. The new solution, 
adapted to the complex program and the fact that it had to host two institutions into one building, 
was achieved through the composition in accordance with human proportions and new aesthetic 
apprehensions. The project assignment was to upgrade new storages on the present construction, 
provided that the lower levels serve for the printing house, and the upper ones for the Geographical 
Institute, and also to provide complete independent functioning of the two institutions.  
 
2.2 dates: commission/completion 
The building was constructed in the period between 1950 and 1956.  
 
2.3 architectural and other designers 
Arch. Milorad Macura (the author of the previous construction, upon which Macura upgraded its 
building, was most likely arch. Pavle Krat). 
 
2.4 others associated with building 
Since the project was finished in 1950, the process of gaining architectural permissions begun. The 
process extended up to 1952/53, and the project was constantly refused by the revision committees, 
since it did not meet the taste of the committee members. Always slightly changed, due to the lost 
time, the project finally came together with the model to the Minister of FNRY National Defence, who 
finally approved its construction.  
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2.5 significant alterations with dates 
After the building was finished in 1954 and in 1956 it was equipped and inhabited, certain alterations 
and adaptations were made over time. However, they were only made in the interior and have not 
significantly influence its exterior. In the context of spatial arrangement of the building the only 
changes were: the former dining room with the kitchen (which once also served as a classroom) is 
today a restaurant, and in the high ground floor, the original bedrooms with the sanitary block and 
bathroom were made into military apartments. Over time the Military Printing House 'Serbia' was 
moved out of the building and in its former area the Military Geographical Institute's Printing House was 
placed, where it remains until today. A more significant intervention considering the interior style was 
made in 1978 and it represented the adaptation and modernisation of the Ceremonial Hall and the 
entrance hallway.  
 
2.6 current use 
The purpose was not changed until today - the Military Geographical Institute with a printing house.  
 
2.7 current condition 
Today the building is in solid state, due to the quality of the construction. Only a couple of facade 
parts could be mended and restored. The interior is also in a good state, and it is mostly authentic.  
 
3 Description 
 
3.1 general description 
The Military Geographical Institute is located in the 5 Mije Kovacevica Street on the Pioneer, on the 
slope of a dominant hillside of Belgrade - Zvezdara. The steep terrain configuration determined the 
basic conception of the building. The author, as a literal follower of the 'form follows function' principle, 
respectively the functionalism in architecture, resorted to the facade composition which logically and 
easily derives from the base. In the lower ground floor, which lies in the level of the terrain, on the lower 
side towards the park, is the entrance to the printing house, the wardrobes, the sanitary blocks, 
storages, and the boiler room. The printing house working area is located in the lower ground floor. In 
order to enable a circular motion of the material, a new connecting wing was constructed on the 
south-west part, between the street and the park block. The entire functional program of the 
Geographical Institute Macura concentrates on the street block. Within the last, third floor, as well as in 
the special pavilion - mansard on the roof-terrace of the building, an exhibition area, storages and the 
workshops of the Institute were organised. Between the corpus of the printing house and the corpus of 
the Institute a mezzanine was formed with joint social areas: conference hall and the dining room. The 
spacious conception of this 'inter-floor' simultaneously enables its connection and isolation in the upper 
as well as the lower part of the building. In the transversal wing between the right and the arched tract 
the storage and the wardrobes are located in the low ground floor, and in the high ground floor the 
mechanical workshops with additional ones, factor and correctors. Since the working conditions in the 
printing house and the Institute required a evenly natural light of a certain intensity, narrow long 
facade columns of 20 x 90 cm base were adopted, and they drop out and serve as brise-soleils. With 
these elements, made from prefabricated beams and wood fibre cement board (tarolit), whose 
application represents one of the first, pioneer attempts in the Yugoslav ambience. The existing 
windows are divided in four parts, by which a distinguished compositional effect was achieved apart 
from the functional one. In the secondary facade plastic, with an emphasized asymmetrical 
composition, the main part is played by the houses for the elevator machines, a chimney for the 
central heating, a pavilion for the side exit and the loggias-balconies in front of the corresponding 
departments. All these elements represent important functional points of the project and its 
construction and during the design process they were treated as specific sculptures. The same 
sculptural treatment of the volumes' parts was applied on the massive carrying V-shaped columns as 
well. The building was made of reinforced concrete of skeleton construction and with its final elements' 
treatment, it takes this work closer to the principles of the brutalism school. This reference is derived 
primary from the context of 'intellectual clearness and justifies usage and representation of 
construction and materials' present in the uncompromised architecture of Le Corbusier and Mies van 
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der Rohe. Special attention during the design process of this building Macura dedicated to the free 
roof surface. The flat roof application in our architecture after the liberation was not allowed unless in 
very small amount and in exceptional cases.  
In general, the building has two distinctively different main parts, once intended to two institutions - the 
Geographical Institute and the Military Printing House. They are designed independently - as north (the 
printing house) - towards the park and south wing (the Institute) - towards the Mije Kovacevica Street, 
with special entrances and attendant public spaces, and they are connected with a firm transversal 
communication. Unlike the south wing with its linear facade and six levels above ground, the north one 
is weaned and it consists of only two levels, therefore widely opening the view on the park. According 
to the first project from the 1940s a cellar with storage rooms was planned in the north wing, therefore it 
was necessary for the new, Macura's project to include major adaptation work for the new purpose.  
 
3.2 construction 
The construction was made from the reinforced concrete and skeleton construction, which as an 
unhidden material, together with the previously mentioned character of the construction and the 
treatment of its finishing elements, approaches this work to the postulates of the brutalism school. 
According to the certain acts and elements Macura's work can undoubtedly be associated to the Le 
Corbusier's Unité d'Habitation in Marseilles: in its free ground floor, characteristic shape of the columns, 
coffered facade with a fast rhythm of brise-soleils with occasional pauses, constructive elements on 
the roof terrace which are sculpturally shaped, brute concrete as a dominant and unhidden material. 
 
3.3 context 
The building is located on a highlighted location of Belgrade and it is visible from different points of the 
city. With this building the park of the Professors' Colony is ending, with whom it made one area at the 
time of its construction. There were no other significant buildings nearby, therefore the Institute's 
building with its construction became a stylistic pivot of the buildings to come. In the park below the 
edifice the Sports Hall 'Pioneer' was constructed in the beginning of the 1970s, and in 1978 next to the 
Macura's building a student's dormitory with two concrete towers.  
 
4 Evaluation 
 
4.1 technical 
During the building's construction a contemporary technique of was exclusively used. The denivelation 
of the terrain was used in best possible way, enabling the double function of the building to be 
arranged in the most logical and optimal way. The constructive elements on the roof terrace 
sculpturally shaped represent one of the main architectural values of the building. Brute concrete, as a 
dominant and unhidden material of the exterior, together with earlier mentioned character of the 
construction and the finishing elements' treatment, approaches this work to the post- aments of the 
brutalism school, and by its positive attitude towards reinforced concrete as the main material of the 
structure and expression, Macura is classified in the 'special group of Belgrade constructivists'. Shortly, 
the building's technical value is reflected in the 'intellectual clarity and justified use and representation 
of construction and materials'.  
 
4.2 social 
As one of the first post-war modern buildings in Serbia and Yugoslavia, this work undoubtedly marked 
the breakthrough of modern architecture into the Belgrade and Serbian milieu, and its triumph over 
actual conservative stream of socialist realism. With the architectural composition of the edifice the 
modern construction is undoubtedly being affirmed, adjusted to the human's needs and the new 
aesthetic acknowledgements which at the time were popularly propagated by arch. Le Corbusier.  
 
4.3 cultural & aesthetic 
According to its architectural and artistic features, perceived in the context of the historic moment 
when they were conceived and realized, the building of the Geographical Institute and the Printing 
House belongs to the opus of one mature architectural personality. This achievement depicts Macura 
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in the best possible way as a personality of progressive motivations, and an architect of most 
contemporary understandings which were at the time present on the European architectural scene. 
Having in mind the year of its conceptual emergence (1950) it represents the first Belgrade 
monumental building of public significance designed in the progressive and fresh, pro-European 
architectural principles which will be clearly accepted, supported and interpreted by the later Serbian 
architecture. 
 
4.4 historical 
The final appearance of the building, for which arch. Macura was responsible, reflects the complete 
and final break up of Serbian and Belgrade architecture with socialist realism and the approach 
towards the European tendencies. In the end of 1950, when this work has already been designed, the 
famous Counselling of architects and urbanists of Yugoslavia was held in Dubrovnik, on which Macura's 
two briefs have stirred up the passion of the present audience, implicitly divided in two groups 
regarding the artistic aspirations in architecture. By the overbalance of the anti-dogmatic and 
progressive apprehensions over socialist realism and conservative attitude, from that moment 
Yugoslavian architecture was directed towards the new and enthusiastic road of independence from 
political and ideological conformation. Only five years after the end of the Second World War, in the 
height of the First Five-Year Plan and the period of socialist realism's influence on the all arts, as well as 
architecture, the construction of such an important social building with recognizable elements of Le 
Corbusier's and European architecture, was an indication of the free breakthrough of international 
ideas in Serbia and a indication of a new architectural flourishment.  
 
4.5 general assessment 
All historiographers that concerned the period in which Macura's work was constructed, give him one 
of the key spots in the history of Serbian and Belgrade architecture. Therefore, in the context of its 
époque and general development of Belgrade architecture, it is equally joined and equalised with 
other key masterpieces built during the mid-1950s (Pantovic's Fair, Dobrovic's State secretariat for 
National Defence, Bogojevic's Press Centre, as well as the work of Vladeta Maksimovic (Vladeta 
Maksimović) from that period). This work has distinguished itself in many ways as a pioneer 
achievement in our post-war architectural production - brise-soleils applied for the first time, the merger 
of their functional and aesthetic role, consistent application of the modular or proportional system on 
the facade as well as in interior. Therefore, it poses itself as an unavoidable and undoubtedly valuable 
segment in every research and presentation of Belgrade and Serbian post-war architecture. 
 
5 Documentation 
 
5.1 principal references 
M. Janakova Grujić, Arhitekta Milorad Macura (1914-1989), Belgrade 2010, pp. 1-290 
 
5.2 visual material attached 
Author's personal documentation  
 
5.3 rapporteur/date 
MA Mare Janakova Grujic (Mare Janakova Grujić), December 2015 
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